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Harness Manufacturing:  
Your Guide to Increasing  
Productivity and Profitability



It’s tough being a wire harness manufacturer these days. Not only are harness 
configurations becoming ever more complex, but you’re being continually 
challenged to move more out the door faster than ever before. Add the element of 
competition — which continues to grow in the marketplace — and it’s important for 
the business, as well as its employees, to be as close to the cutting edge of wire 
harness manufacturing technology as possible. 

Fortunately, you’re not alone. For more than 60 years, Panduit has been helping its 
customers stay connected. And we’re not talking about keeping in touch. We mean 
at the forefront of connectivity infrastructure. When it comes to wiring technology, 
our expertise goes all the way back to our very first product — the Panduit  
Wiring Duct — launched in 1955.

Six decades and more than 900 patents later, we at Panduit are proud to be a 
strategic partner and advisor to the wire harness industry. So, we wanted to share 
some of our expertise with you in this handy guide to best practices in wire harness 
manufacturing. In the next several electronic “pages”, you’ll find valuable advice 
to improving productivity and profitability at a time when doing so is especially 
challenging for wire harness makers. 

Because you’re already plenty busy, we worked hard to keep it short and sweet. But we 
think it will whet your appetite to learn more. And if you are so inclined, we look forward 
to the chance to discuss the best ways for you to invest in the right technology to help 
you be more productive, faster to market, and increasingly profitable. 



REDUCING COSTS
Installing terminals by hand has numerous drawbacks, mostly in terms of speed (slow) and quality 
(inconsistent). Improving both is a reason why many wire harness shops already invest in more 
automated systems. But even they have disadvantages in that for many automation systems, each 
terminal, may require a separate tooling applicator. With hundreds of possible terminals, changing out 
the tooling applicator adds cost and complexity to your operations, particularly if you have to purchase 
an applicator for a terminal that is unique to a single job.

When investing in an automated termination system, then, it’s important to choose one that requires the 
fewest number of tooling changes for the broadest number of terminations. The Panduit Reel Smart™ 
system, for instance,  uses a single applicator to install over 300 reel-fed terminal types, from rings to  
forks, from disconnects to butt splices — the most comprehensive in the industry. That’s a tremendous  
cost savings as well as an investment in productivity, since you are not changing out applicators — only 
reels of product.

Combine that tooling efficiency with the speed and consistency of 
the automated system and you’re not just reducing costs — you’re 
increasing overall throughput. And given that a terminal reel can 
contain between 3,000 and 5,000 terminals, disconnects or splices, 
the time required for particularly high-volume termination work is 
dramatically reduced. 

A SINGLE APPLICATOR INSTALLS

300+ 
REEL-FED TERMINAL TYPES.



IMPROVING THROUGHPUT
It’s been said that a product or service can be fast, cheap, or good — and the customer can pick any two. 
So, it would seem that increasing manufacturing speed means choosing between delivering a high-quality 
wire harness that is also expensive or a cost-effective one that is poorly made.

Fortunately, that doesn’t have to be the case. That’s because the technology that can help you reduce 
turnaround times can simultaneously improve quality. And by increasing throughput in this way, you stand to 
be more profitable anyway, so you need not pass higher costs along to your customers.

The key is automation. You can only improve manual processes so much — and get additional speed 
out of your workers — before you also see an increase in errors. Haste truly does make waste, at least at 
a certain point where you will begin to see diminishing returns. This is because people can only work so 
fast while keeping track of only so many details. But if you automate certain parts of your manufacturing 
process, such that machinery is employed to move more quickly than your workers can, you’ll be able to 
turn out more high-quality wire harnesses in a day than ever before.

So what processes can — or should — be automated? Ideally, they should 
be those that are repetitive and apply to virtually every wire harness, 
regardless of complexity or application. One such process that fits the bill is 
the application of cable ties. 

This is where better tools and automation can really be an improvement. 
While the best workers can manually install between 10 to 15 cable ties a 
minute to the proper tension and with flush cut-offs, automated cable tie 
systems, such as the Panduit PAT 4.0 system, can install about six times  
as many in the same amount of time to the same degree of quality. 

Cable ties are a relatively easy and cost-effective way of bundling wires in a harness, so wire harness 
makers use them frequently. Applying them manually, though, is labor intensive. There’s a lot of attention 
to detail required of the worker and a great deal of activity in the worker’s hands and fingers — activity 
that over time could lead to lost-time injuries. Additionally, manual installation of cable ties requires 
a particularly experienced worker who can consistently judge the proper tension and placement of 
the cable tie. It’s a system that eliminates stress, both mental and physical, from your worker while 
significantly increasing throughput. And it allows you to assign projects to workers who might be less 
experienced, letting you be more flexible in deploying work across your operations. 

PANDUIT PAT 4.0  
SYSTEM CAN INSTALL 

6 TIMES 
AS MANY CABLE  
TIES A MINUTE



Even if you are not ready to invest in a completely automated system like the PAT 4.0, there are 
improvements you can make to the cable tie installation process that will yield immediate returns. 
Improved cable tie installation tools, for example, can reduce the risk of repetitive-motion injuries. In 
2013, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) said that musculoskeletal disorders — those that affect 
the muscles, nerves, blood vessels, ligaments, and tendons and are caused in part by repetitive 
motion — accounted for about a third of all worker injury and illness cases. And according to OSHA, 
U.S. employers pay almost $1 billion per week for direct workers’ compensation costs alone — costs 
that include workers’ compensation payments, medical expenses, and costs for legal services. Given these 
statistics, reducing shock and fatigue to your workers’ hands by investing in better cable tie installation 
tools makes good business sense.

The Panduit GTS-E and GTH-E ergonomic cable tie installation hand tools 
feature a cut-off mechanism that minimizes the impact to the installer’s hand by 
more than 40 percent — the lowest in the industry. Additionally, the handle force 
required to cut off the cable tie is low — 15 percent lower than comparable 
tools. Further improving the process, these hand tools have a tension setting 
label that eliminates guesswork in setting the right cable tie tension and tension  
is adjusted with a single knob. 

Pneumatic cable tie installation tools, such as the Panduit PTSand PTH hand 
tools, for example, can also increase speed while minimizing effort on the part of 
your employee. Once the worker places the cable tie around the wire, the PTS and 
PTH hand tools are used to apply the correct tension to the tie and perform a flush 
cut-off, all while requiring minimal use of force by the worker. They increase speed 
and quality while minimizing the risk of injury to your employees. 

As a result, both hand and pneumatic cable tie installation tools can be an 
excellent incremental step for you to take toward fully automating the process.

 

40%
Minimizes the impact  
to the installer’s hand  
by more than 40%.

Handle force required is 15% 
lower than comparable tools

 

15% LESS 



BEING FLEXIBLE
Traditional harness board assembly methods harken back 
to the values and work ethic of craftspeople and artisans. Not only has 
it long been a very manual and labor-intensive process, but the very equipment 
used reflects the appreciation the industry has for carefully making something of quality by hand. 
There’s the generous use of lumber, from studs to plywood, to create the harness boards. The nails used 
to design the layout and guide the harness assembly are driven by the swing of a good old-fashioned 
hammer. A new job meant grabbing some plywood out of storage and making a new board. It might have 
even meant sending an existing board into storage to make room temporarily.

As romantic a notion as this seems, it’s not especially practical. The raw materials, their storage — as well 
as that of the finished assemblies — and the time required to make everything all comes with a cost, both 
in terms of money and time. It might not be a cost you are willing or able to pay for much longer. Even 
worse, it’s an approach that makes it difficult for you to be flexible with your workflow — able to take in 
low-volume/high-mix work, making adjustments to existing client layouts, etc.

Fortunately, there are alternatives that make better use of your time, space, and materials. Like automated 
assembly solutions that increase speed and minimize errors, there are harness layout solutions that make 
it possible for you to increase flexibility and minimize costs.

Consider the Panduit Quick-Build™ harness board system, for example. It is a modular system that 
allows you to reduce the amount of harness board assembly materials you need, quickly install and reuse 
common standard harness board accessories, and expand and reconfigure the assembly if and when you 
need to. You can even easily reproduce a single layout on two or more boards, so you can have multiple 
workers building the same harness, increasing turnaround time.

Instead of driving nails into a sheet of plywood — essentially creating a layout 
that cannot be reused and must be stored for reuse — the Quick-Build system 
consists of 1’ x 1’ reusable grid tiles that are screwed into the plywood board. 
Mounting pegs attach to the grid tiles and hold the accessories you need to 
layout the wire harness. 

The ability to quickly reuse a single sheet of plywood for multiple layouts, instead 
of reaching for a new sheet of plywood for a new layout, means the Quick-Build 
system can reduce your storage space by as much as 50 percent and save you more 
than 65 percent in labor and raw material costs. Not only does the system save 
you money, but by improving your flexibility in being able to quickly adjust your 
workflow to meet customer demands, you’ll be making more money too. All 
without sacrificing the high-quality craftsmanship that is the hallmark of harness 
making. It’s all about working smarter, not harder.

 

65%
Save more than

65% in labor and raw  
material costs 

 

50%
Reduce your  

storage space by  
as much as 50%



DEFINING INDUSTRY STANDARDS  
AND BEST PRACTICES
Regulations and standards are the kinds of things that nobody enjoys talking about much less 
having imposed upon them. But they serve a very useful purpose, in that they encourage quality and 
safety in the industry — both during the manufacture of harnesses and in the implementation of them.

Professional wire harness makers demonstrate their appreciation for the value of a well-regulated 
industry through the regulations they impose upon themselves through their own best practices. There’s 
the IPC/WHMA-A-620 standard, for instance, which spells out what the industry means by “quality.” 
Investing in best practices in how you make wire harnesses — practices like well-placed automation, 
tools that reduce worker fatigue, and systems that increase flexibility and throughput — signals to 
customers your commitment to excellence and tells the industry you are willing to engage in responsible 
business practices. This helps you attract new business, makes it harder for your existing customers 
to walk away from the service you provide, and discourages outside agencies from feeling the need to 
define industry standards for you.

Having a focus on best practices has another beneficial effect among another group of key stakeholders: 
your employees. Holding your shop to a high level of quality and operational excellence will rub off on 
everyone who works for and with you. They will know that subpar performance will never be tolerated, 
so they will always rise to the occasion. 

Even better, your employees will become best practice aficionados themselves. They will find ways 
to push your investments to the limit, helping you maximize ROI. Once they reach that point, your 
employees will find ways to improve upon what you have implemented. Their advice will point you 
toward ways to make more effective investments in new technologies in the future. After all, they’re 
doing the work. There will be nobody better suited to decide how to work faster and more efficiently  
than your workers themselves.

Finally, you’ll make your strategic partners better able to serve your innovation needs. By staying 
on top of your shop’s pain points — where you see particular challenges — you can pass those 
challenges on to your strategic partners. They’re the ones who can implement the technology you 
need to move faster, with higher quality and better profitability. The Panduit Quick-Build system, 
for example, grew out of endless conversations with harness manufacturers who were frustrated at 
how long it took to build harness boards, how inflexible they were to work with and how expensive 
they were to store in terms of space and material. Necessity is the mother of invention. If you tell 
your partners of an urgent need — or get several of your harness-making brethren to make the point 
collectively — they will find a way to deliver it to you.

Holding your shop to a high level of quality and operational 

excellence will rub off on everyone who works for and with you. 
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